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Fonds Description

18.21 m of textual records and other materials.

Biographical Sketch

Coolie Verner was born on April 25, 1917 in Portsmouth, Ohio, the son of an American military officer. His family were old-established tobacco farmers in Virginia. Verner attended the College of William and Mary in Virginia, receiving an A.B. in 1937 and an A.M. in 1950. He received his M.A. and Ed.D. from Columbia University, New York in 1951 and 1952 respectively. Verner spent two years studying art in Paris as well as one year at the University of London on a Fulbright Fellowship, 1952-1953. He was a Canada Council Fellow, 1968-1969. Between 1942 and 1947, Verner served in the U.S. Army advancing from private to captain. During his service in the Army he became an expert in bomb disposal and is said to have been personally thanked by Queen Elizabeth II for defusing a bomb in the crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral in London. Verner taught adult education at the University of Virginia from 1947-1950. From 1953- 1961 he was Professor of Adult Education at Florida State University. He joined the Faculty of Education, UBC in 1961 where he taught adult education until his retirement in 1977. Professor Verner died on Oct. 12, 1979 at his home on Mayne Island, B.C.

Verner's contributions to scholarship lay in three fields of endeavour: adult education, rural sociology and the history of cartography and carto-bibliography. As an adult education professor Verner helped to create and develop the field as an academic discipline. He wrote over 170 works and lectured on the subject in Canada and the U.S. as well as in countries as far away as Australia and New Zealand. Under his guidance UBC became recognized as one of the major centres for adult education in the world. As a rural sociologist, Verner directed studies for the Canadian government on the Okanagan and on declining rural life in Canada. He also acted as a consultant to countries overseas. Equal if not greater than his interest in these two areas, was Verner's passion for the history of cartography and carto-bibliography. His first publications in the field were studies in the 1950s on the early maps of Virginia. His last book was an historical cartographic work, The Northpart of America. Verner collected maps and kept detailed carto-bibliographic descriptions of them and many of the thousands of other maps he examined in his research. He was particularly interested in developing research methodology for the study and description of early printed maps.

Scope and Content

The fonds consists of correspondence, manuscripts for publications, articles, speeches and reports by Verner, minutes of meetings of UBC and government committees on
which Verner sat, and map research materials, 1941-1979. The papers also include almost 200 photographs, mostly snapshots, of Verner, friends and colleagues dating from the 1920s to 1979 and over 400 historical maps of North America, the Arctic and Asia, 1550-19__. Professor Verner organized his files into three subject areas relating to his work and interests: Personal, ca. 1921-1979, Adult Education, 1940s-1978, and Cartography, 1949-1979. This arrangement has been maintained. Files within the three series are organized into subsseries, the order reflecting as closely as could be ascertained the original order of the papers as set up by Verner. In some cases this was difficult to determine as the materials were received as separate accessions over a number of years. In most cases the files are identified as Verner labeled them.

Notes
Includes: ca. 190 photographs: b&w and col.; 21x26 cm or smaller; ca. 400 maps; 17 microfilm; 16 slides; 5 audio recordings.

The bulk of the papers were donated to the University Archives over a period of fifteen years from 1971-1986 by Verner, his estate, and the Department of Adult Education. Book dealer Roy Boswell of Fullerton, California made the last donation of Verner materials in 1986. The bound volumes in Boxes 61-67 were transferred by the Department of Educational Studies after the closure of the Coolie Verner Memorial Reading Room in 2015.

For a listing of his over 270 publications on adult education, rural sociology and the history of cartography as well as more detailed biographical information on Verner consult Box 1 File 1 and Box 5 Files 2 and 3 in this fonds.

Selected images included in UBC Archives’ Historical Photograph Database (UBC 98.1).
Series Descriptions

59 cm of textual materials.
ca. 190 photoprints and phototransparencies: b&w and col; 21x26 and smaller and 35 mm.

Series consists of transcripts, forms, tax returns, correspondence, calendars, degrees, certificates, and a sketchbook pertaining to Verner's educational and employment background, financial affairs, and personal interests.

9 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of transcripts, filled-out application forms, and health forms pertaining to Verner's schooling and job appointments.

Subseries is arranged in chronological order.

9.5 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of income tax returns pertaining to Verner's personal finances.

Correspondence subseries. – 1948-1979.
24.5 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of correspondence pertaining to both Verner's professional and personal life.

7 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of Verner's pocket calendars in which he noted meetings, trips, events and names and addresses while at Florida State University, University of London, and UBC.

9 cm of textual materials.
Subseries consists of degrees, certificates, driver's licenses, passports, a sketchbook, a telephone book, and other materials pertaining to Verner's schooling and personal life.

**Photographs subseries.** – 192?-1978.
ca. 190 photoprints and phototransparencies: b&w and col. :21x26 cm or smaller.
16 colour slides.

Subseries consists of photographs of Coolie Verner, his friends and colleagues and his art collection.

None of the photographs appear to have been taken by Verner. The majority of the images are snapshots. Many of the titles are derived from the contents of the images. All of the people identified in the photographs are as noted on the backs of the photographs.

As there was no apparent order to the images they have been arranged in chronological order.

Selected images included in UBC Archives’ Historical Photograph Database (UBC 98.1).

**Adult Education series.** – 194?-1978.
2.7 metres of textual records and published materials.
17 microfilm.
5 audio recordings.

Series consists of calendars, course notes and evaluations, workshop notes and programs, bound off-prints of articles written or edited by Verner alone or in collaboration with others, and a survey pertaining to Verner’s professorship in adult education at UBC. Series includes materials pertaining to rural sociology, a field of study in which Verner was also knowledgeable.

4 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of Verner's desk calendars.

23 cm of textual materials.
Subseries consists of guidelines, programs of study in adult education, surveys, course evaluations, and grade sheets pertaining to courses taught by Verner at UBC. Subseries includes materials dealing with courses at the University of Virginia, the University of Florida, and Columbia University where Verner taught before coming to UBC.

Subseries is arranged in chronological order.

4 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of minutes of meetings, briefs, program reports, and procedures outlines pertaining to several UBC committees with which Verner was involved.

Subseries is arranged alphabetically.

Correspondence subseries. – 1947-1978.
15 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of correspondence relating to articles and books written by Verner dealing with adult education.

45 cm of published materials.

Subseries consists of drafts, and in some cases, the published version of over 60 articles and book chapters written by Verner dealing with adult education. Subseries includes a few drafts of speeches that Verner delivered that were subsequently published. Subseries also includes a photocopy of a monograph on Verner by Professor Gary Dickinson of the Centre for Continuing Education, UBC, entitled, "Contributions to a Discipline of Adult Education: A Review and Analysis of the Publications of Coolie Verner."

Subseries is arranged in approximate chronological order.

50 cm of published materials.

Subseries consists of publications in which Verner's works on adult education appeared, bound off-print of articles written by Verner either alone or in collaboration with others, and works edited by Verner. Also included is a copy of Verner's A.M. thesis from the College of William and Mary.
Subseries is arranged in chronological order.

10 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of lectures and speeches given by Verner. The lectures and speeches are either handwritten or typed. Some speeches will also be found in the "Conferences, conventions, and workshops" subseries described in this file list.

63 cm of textual material.

Subseries consists of minutes of planning committee meetings, correspondence, programs, conference proceedings, reports, and newsletters for conferences which Verner attended and where he often presented a paper. Subseries includes the texts of some of Verner’s papers.

Subseries is arranged in chronological order.

32 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of correspondence, reports, proceedings of meetings, minutes, and background materials pertaining to the various federal rural development committees with which Verner was a member.

Subseries is arranged in alphabetical order.

34 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of reports written and co-written by Verner as a result of consultancy work and research grants he received.

Subseries is arranged in chronological order.

17 microfilm.
5 audio tapes on reels.

Subseries consists of miscellaneous materials related to adult education research. Materials include 4 reel to reel tapes of the NBC radio show _The People Act_, which first aired December, 1950. The fifth tape contains a lecture
There are also 17 microfilm copies of books or articles on adult education and rural communities.

ca. 6.72 m of textual records and published materials.
ca. 400 maps.

Series consists of correspondence and manuscripts pertaining to Verner’s published and unpublished works in the area of historical map description. Verner was renowned in the map world for his scholarship in this area. Series also includes a collection of over 400 published maps and a considerable amount of research material, mainly in the form of index cards containing bibliographic descriptions. Appendices contained in the paper copy of this description and file list (located at UBC Archives) provide a listing of other materials he collected in the pursuit of this interest: title pages from atlases, facsimiles, photostats of maps, and miscellaneous cased items.

**Correspondence subseries.** – 1949-1979.
38 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of letters to and from map curators and librarians in universities and museums as well as rare book dealers and antiquarians in England, the U.S. and Canada. Subseries includes some manuscript material.

Subseries is arranged in alphabetical order by title of publication.

1.24 m of textual records and published materials.

Subseries consists of research materials including carto-bibliographic descriptions of maps and Verner's index card notations, charts and notes, preliminary and final drafts, both handwritten and typescript, (and in some cases offprints) of articles, book chapters, and books written by Verner. The articles appeared in such publications as *American Cartographer, American Neptune, Bookman’s Yearbook, The Canadian Cartographer, Imago Mundi, Information Bulletin of the Western Association of Map Libraries*, and *Virginia Magazine*.

Subseries is arranged in alphabetical order by name of the publication.

1.04 m of textual records and published materials.
Subseries consists of notes and drafts, both handwritten and typescript of articles, and books on maps, mapmakers, and mapmaking written by Verner but never published.

3.61 m of textual records and published materials.

Subseries consists of microfilm copies of atlases, photocopies of maps, cartobibliographic descriptions of maps, and biographical notes maintained by Verner as research material.

18 cm of textual materials.

Subseries consists of programs and papers presented at conferences (including papers presented by Verner). Subseries also includes a few typescripts of lecture by Verner and a few reports on meetings of associations.

Subseries is arranged in chronological order.

Maps subseries. – 155?-1977; predominant 1700-1899.
ca. 400 maps.

Subseries consists of maps, charts, and plans collected by Verner, the majority of which appeared in atlases and books. Subseries also includes a few manuscript maps. The maps, charts, and plans are mainly of North America, in particular the western and northern parts, and of eastern Russia and China. There are many maps of Northern Canada, the North Pole, Bering Strait, British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, California, and the Pacific Ocean. A number of maps feature the tracks of the ships of explorers such as Cook, Vancouver, La Perouse, Muller, Cluny, De Fonte, Dixon and Meares, Mackenzie and Hearne.

The maps are engraved and lithographed. Mapmakers from Europe and North America include Aaron and John Arrowsmith, Didier Robert de Vaugondy, Abraham Ortelius, Guiljelmo Blaeu, Gerard Mercator, Jodocus Hondius, Sebastian Munster, Reynold [Renier] Elstracke, Guillaume de L’Isle, Renier and Joshua Ottens, Herman Moll, Isaac Brouckner, Isak Tirion, Thomas Jeffreys, Philippe Buache, Pierre Francois Tardieu, L. Aubert, Neele, Joseph Nicholas de L’Isle, Christian Gotlieb Theophil Reichard, George H. Swanston, Adrian Hubert Brue, Alexander Kincaid, J. and C. Walker,
File list

BOX 1

PERSONAL SERIES

1-1 Biographical information on Coolie Verner.

[Files relating to education and teaching appointments] sub-series

Correspondence, medical and financial records.

1-3 Student records. – 1941-1953.
Transcripts, filled out application forms, curriculum vitae, correspondence
with prospective employers, and other student-related papers.

1-4 Teacher's College, Columbia University. – 1950-1952.
Correspondence, course grades, transcripts, filled-out record form dealing
with Verner's pursuit of a Doctorate in Education at the University.

1-5 Florida State University. – 1952-1961.
Correspondence mostly concerning his appointment as Associate Professor of
Education, filled-out application forms, course questionnaires.

1-6 University of British Columbia. – 1960-1961.
Correspondence regarding Verner’s appointment as Professor of Adult
Education at UBC.

Financial records sub-series

1-7 Income tax returns. – 1941-1952.

1-8 Income tax returns. – 1953-1957.

BOX 2


Includes correspondence and statements from stock brokers, insurance
companies and the Veteran's Administration in the U.S.

Correspondence sub-series


BOX 3

Neylan was Verner’s lawyer.
3-4 Professors. – 1978.
Includes invoices and receipts for stamps purchased.
3-8 Stamp collection inventory.

BOX 4

4-1 Gary Stewart. – 1976.
4-2 Miscellaneous. – 1948-1956.
Correspondence, financial statements, poetry.

[Pocket calendars] sub-series

4-3 1952-1960.
4-4 1960-1969.

[Memorabilia] sub-series

BOX 3

3-9 Degrees and certificates. 1940s-1977.

BOX 4

4-7 Inventory of property. – 1965-1977.
Sketchbook.
Telephone address book.

BOX 5

Mayne Island phone directory. – 1978.
Annotated.
[Miscellaneous U.S. Army language publications and Chinese dictionary].

ADULT EDUCATION SERIES

[Desk calendars] sub-series


[Course materials] sub-series

Courses in adult education. – 194?
Outlines for courses given by Verner? – Handwritten and typescript.
John Friesen course notes. – 1940s?
Verner notes that this and the following file was given to him by Friesen,
Director of Extension Department, UBC, when Verner took over his courses.

BOX 6

John Friesen course notes [continued].
Psychology [of adult education teaching methods]. – 1950s.
Adult education courses. – 1950s -1960s.
Background materials.
Workshop in continuing education in the health sciences, UBC, June 1974. –
Student workshop, Department of Adult Education. – 1974.
Includes 1974 programs of study in adult education.
Courses in adult education at UBC. – 1975.
Typed course guidelines, handwritten notes and miscellaneous materials.
Survey. – 197?

BOX 7

7-2 Course evaluations. – n.d.
7-3 Directories of students in adult education. – 1970-1978.

[Committees - UBC] sub-series

Includes minutes of meetings of the Department of Agricultural Economics of
the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, correspondence and a report.
Includes minutes of meeting of sub committee of curriculum committee on
continuing education of which Verner was a member.
7-6 Faculty/student meetings. – 1973-1974.
Includes briefs on adult education, minutes of Adult Education Department
meetings, program reports and outline of procedures.
Includes reports on policy and inter office memoranda.
Includes minutes of meetings and a photocopy of a report to Dean Cowan, "A
proposed program on urbanism."

Correspondence sub-series


BOX 8

8-1 Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. – 1971.
8-8 Gordon Hart [Department of Sociology & Anthropology, Carleton University]. – 1970.
8-10 Statistics Canada. – 1975.
8-12 [Verner] adult education library.
8-13 Vocational education. – 1962.

Manuscripts sub-series

8-14 Contributions to a discipline of adult education : a review and analysis of the publications of Coolie Verner. – 1978.
8-15 Publications lists. – 1944-70.
Several lists of publications by Verner.
8-16 On the return to symbolism in religion. – 1947.
8-17 Considering a concept of the rural school in its community. – 194?
8-18 The Rheinmetal electrical bomb fuze. – 194?
8-19 The school and the community. – Univeristy of Virginia
8-20 Country people like to play. – University of Virginia
8-21 Community recreation and adult education. – 194? or 195?
8-22 Organizing the club program in recreation.
8-23 Adult education in voluntary associations.

BOX 9

9-1 A prospective of adult education. – Florida State University.
9-2 Untitled manuscripts.
9-3 Recreation in rural Virginia. – 1948.
The British charter for adult education. – 1954.
Social change and the community. – 1950s?
Includes two book reviews of the manual.
9-7 Adult education and history.
9-8 Use of the adoption concept to evaluate hotel and restaurant training processes / by John M. Welch and Coolie Verner.
9-9 Basic concepts and limitations. – chapter five of?
9-10 Attitudes for a nuclear age. – 1962.
9-11 A trial bibliography of Canadian research pertaining to adult education. – June 1963.
9-12 Factors affecting attendance in a junior college adult program / R. Curtis Ulmer and Coolie Verner. – 1963.
9-16 Socio-economic factors of participants in extension classes / by Coolie Verner and Knute Buttedahl. – 1963.

BOX 10

10-1 Programming / by Coolie Verner and Jindra Kulich. – 1965.
10-2 Characteristics of participants in two methods of adult education / by Knute Buttedahl and Coolie Verner.
10-3 Agricultural Economics Research Council of Canada symposium on rural sociology discussion of a paper on the social consequences of the modernization of agriculture. – 1966.
10-4 Defining the community : notes taken from presentations by Coolie Verner during Province of Manitoba Department of Welfare Community Development Services staff workshop. – 1965.
10-5 Patterns of attendance in adult night school courses / by Coolie Verner and Margaret S. Neylan. – 1966.
10-7 Distance and participation in urban adult night schools / by Donald P. McKinnon and Coolie Verner. – 1966.
10-8 Adult education methods.
10-10 Human characteristics of slow-growing regions. – 1966.
10-11 Cultural values and correctional education.
10-13 Attendance patterns and dropouts in adult night school courses / by Gary Dickinson and Coolie Verner. – 1967.
10-14 Cultural diffusion and adult education.
10-15 Sociology of adult education.
10-16 The education of adult illiterates : an historical footnote.
Education and instructional technology : a preliminary report to the Associate Committee on Instructional Technology of the National Research Council. – 1970.
Cultural influences in the diffusion of adult education. – post 1968.
The preparation of adult educators : a selected review of the literature produced in North America / by Coolie Verner et al. – 1970.
10-17 Theory and research in the processes of adult education : chaptes 1-3.
10-18 The training of adult educators. – 1970?
Community action and learning : a concept analysis. – 1971.
Book review of handbook of adult education.
10-19 Understanding adult learning and instruction / Coolie Verner and Catherine V. Davison

BOX 11

11-1 Part 4 : Continuing education in nursing.
Part 5 : Continuing education in pharmacy.
Part 6 : Continuing education in the health professions : major conclusions.
11-2 Continuing education in the health professions.
11-3 Illiteracy and poverty.
11-4 [Illiteracy]. – Title derived from the subject matter of the manuscript.
11-6 Factores psicologicos en el aprendizaje e instruccion de adultos : Coolie Verner y Catherine V. Davison / traducido del Ingles por Miro Angeles.
Pioneering a profession in Canada / Adult Education Research Centre Faculty of Education, UBC. – 1973. – Document contains a chapter, "The origin and form of graduate study" by Coolie Verner.

[Program of studies leading to the Diploma in Adult Education]. – Title derived from subject matter of the manuscript.

Proposals for the collection of continuing education statistics.

Basic factors in learning to read and write

Concepts and definitions in adult education.

Some reflections on graduate professional education in adult education. – 1974. – Paper presented at University of Wisconsin.

BOX 12

12-1 Fundamental concepts in adult education. – 1974.
12-2 The aging process and adult learning.
12-3 Immigrants in the lower Fraser Valley in British Columbia.
12-4 Adult learning and instruction.
12-5 The under-educated of Canada. – 1977.
12-6 Academic education about adult education. – 1978.
12-7 Miscellaneous manuscripts.

Printed Materials sub-series

12-8 Recreation for Virginians. – 1950. – Report of the Survey Committee of the Virginia Recreation Association of which Verner was a member.
12-9 Extension Service Review. – April 1956. – Article by Verner entitled, "Are we organized?"

Libraries for Florida. – June 1958. – Article by Verner entitled, "Rx for Boredom."

12-10 The journal of education of the faculty and college of education Vancouver and Victoria. – 1962. – Verner article entitled, "Mr. Jefferson's Crusade Against Ignorance."

Restaurant training. – 1962. – Reprint.

12-11 Interim : Canadian Association for Adult Education newsletter. – May 1968. – Article by Verner, "For the Junior College."

12-12 Adult leadership. – March 1970. – Reprint. – "Cultural Factors and Communication."

(continued)
Speeches sub-series


BOX 13


Conferences, conventions and workshops sub-series


Verner spent two days as a consultant to the Adult Education Committee of the University.


BOX 14


Conference entitled, "Let the people play."

Verner acted as a visiting consultant on adult education at universities and colleges in Australia. The files regard seminars he gave.

Verner acted as a visiting consultant on adult education in New Zealand. The files regard seminars he gave.
14-10 University of Nebraska Visitation Committee for non-traditional education area of excellence, November 1974.

BOX 15

Verner gave a paper in this workshop sponsored by The Council of Rural Development Canada.

(continued)

[Committees] sub-series

Verner was appointed supervisor of the sociological survey associated with ARDA Projects being part of the Canada Land Inventory Program from May 1 1966 until completion of the projects. This series includes progress reports, of the Canada Land Inventory project, studies and correspondence.

15-14 Farmer contacts with district agriculturists in British Columbia: special study #4 ARDA - Canada Land Inventory project #49009 / Isaac A. Akinbode and M.J. Dorling. – 1969.

BOX 16

File includes Verner's contracts, memorandums and correspondence from the B.C. Department of Agriculture concerning the project.

Verner was a member of this committee and acted on its soil science committee as well. The files consist of proceedings of meetings, minutes, filled out research application forms and reports.


Verner was a director of the society from 1969-1971.

Includes correspondence.
16-7 Correspondence. – 1972-1973.
Includes some minutes of executive meetings.

BOX 17

17-1 Background materials.


BOX 18

18-1 Activities of associate committees. – 1971 and 1972.


[Reports] sub-series

18-3 National Health & Welfare project: resource mobilization for employment. – 1960s.

18-4 Special Planning Secretariat of Privy Council study: analyzing review of research relating to remedial programs for the socially deprived. – 1966. Verner acted as a research consultant to analyze, codify and summarize research literature on remedial programs for the socially deprived.

18-5 Agricultural Economics Research Council of Canada study: the response to innovations by dairy farm operators in the Lower Fraser Valley / Coolie Verner and Peter M. Gubbels. – 1966.

Reports and correspondence on his work as a fellow and as an assessor.

It appears that Verner acted as a consultant on this project.

Also includes correspondence from A.A. Liverwright at Syracuse University concerning a chapter from Verner in a proposed book on the development of continuing education in the U.S.

BOX 19

19-1 Education within the Canadian Labour Congress / Gary Dickinson. – 1972.

The Adult Education Research Centre at UBC was asked by the Canada
Department of Labour to conduct a survey of the information and education services provided to union members in Canada.

Verner and Gary Dickinson were appointed co-directors of the project.

19-3 Union education in Canada : preface, table of contents and prologue. – Draft.
19-4 Union education in Canada : part 1. – Draft.
19-5 Union education in Canada : part 2. – Draft.
19-6 Union education in Canada : part 3. – Draft.
19-7 Union education in Canada : part 4. – Draft.
19-8 Union education in Canada : part 5. – Draft.

BOX 20

20-1 Union education in Canada : epilogue, appendices, appendix, tables.
20-3 Union education in Canada : a report of the educational activities of labour unions / by Coolie Verner and Gary Dickinson. – 1974. – Final draft.

Verner was hired on contract by the Organization Planning and Development Division of Canada Post Office to advise them on various aspects of establishing research and evaluation.

20-7 The undereducated of British Columbia / by Gary Dickinson. – 1978.

Verner initiated the project.

CARTOGRAPHY SERIES

Correspondence sub-series

BOX 21

21-1 Arrowsmith family of map publishers. – 1964-1972.

This file consists of correspondence mainly with the Bibliotheque Nationale, Library of Congress and British Museum.
Roy V. Boswell was a bookdealer.
Correspondence deals mainly with manuscript "Publishing Practice" and the "English Pilot".
21-9 Diderot material. – 1979.
Correspondence with Frances Woodward, Special Collections, Main Library, UBC.

BOX 22

Nico Israel was an antiquarian bookdealer and publisher residing in Amsterdam.
Longmans published “The Northpart of America”.
22-12 Map photographs and index cards.
Correspondence concerning maps of Eastern U.S., Virginia, Pennsylvania and Maryland.

BOX 23

23-2 Map bills [cont.]
Research - Florida State University. – 1949-1959.
Richard Boulind was the curator of maps, manuscripts and prints. Correspondence was also with librarian Thomas R. Adams.

[Published manuscripts] sub-series

THE AITKEN MAPS OF VIRGINIA.

Manuscript. – Typescript.
Includes correspondence with editor of Imago Mundi and the reprint from Imago Mundi, 1962.

THE ARROWSMITH FIRM AND THE CARTOGRAPHY OF CANADA.

Background material.
Background material.
Background material and notes.
Carto-bibliographic descriptions.
Manuscript. – Handwritten.
Manuscript. – Handwritten.
Manuscript. – Typescript.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE TO E.P. 3

Background material and notes.
Manuscript. – Handwritten.
24-13 Manuscript. – Typescript.

BOX 25

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE TO E.P. 4

25-1 Background material and notes.
25-2 Background material and notes.
25-3 Manuscripts. – Handwritten.
25-4 Manuscript. – Typescript.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE TO E.P. 5

25-5 Background material and notes.
25-6 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
25-7 Manuscript. – Typescript.
25-8 Proofs.

CAPTAIN COLLINS COASTING PYLOT

25-9 Background material.
25-10 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
25-11 Proofs.
25-12 Printed version from Map Collectors' Circle, 1969.

CARTO-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION : THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANTS IN MAPS PRINTED FROM COPPER PLATES

25-13 Manuscripts. – Typescript.
25-14 Reprint from The American Cartographer, 1974.

CARTO-BIBLIOGRAPHY

25-15 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
25-16 Manuscript. – Typescript.

COOK AND THE CARTOGRAPHY OF THE NORTH PACIFIC

25-17 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
BOX 26

26-1 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
26-2 Manuscript. – Typescript.
26-3 Printed version, Simon Fraser University, 1978.

COOK AND THE CARTOGRAPHY OF WEST PACIFIC

26-4 Manuscript. – Handwritten.

COPPER PLATE PRINTING

26-5 Background material.
26-6 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
26-7 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
26-8 Manuscripts. – Typescript.

ENGRAVED TITLE PLATES FOR THE FOLIO ATLASES OF JOHN SELLER

26-9 Background material.
26-10 Notes.
26-11 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
26-12 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
26-13 Manuscript. – Handwritten.

BOX 27

27-1 Manuscript. – Typescript.
27-2 Proofs.
27-3 Offprint.

EXPLORERS' MAPS OF THE CANADIAN ARCTIC 1818-1860

27-4 Background materials.
27-5 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
27-6 Manuscript. – Typescript.

THE FIRST MAPS OF VIRGINIA
THE FRY AND JEFFERSON MAP

Reprint from Imago Mundi, 1967.

BOX 28

THE IDENTIFICATION AND DESIGNATION OF VARIANTS IN THE STUDY OF EARLY PRINTED MAPS

Reprint, 1964.

JOHN SELLER AND THE CHART TRADE IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ENGLAND

JOHN THORNTON: HYDROGRAPHER 1641-1708

MAPS BY JOHN ARROWSMITH IN THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
BOX 29

MAPS IN THE PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS BY THE ARROWSMITHS: A FINDING LIST

29-1 Manuscript. – Typescript.

MAPS OF THE YORKitOWN CAMPAIGN 1780-1781

29-2 Background material and notes.
29-3 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
29-4 Manuscript. – Typescript.
29-5 Proofs.
29-6 Printed version in Map Collectors Circle, 1965.

MAPS OF VIRGINIA IN MERCATOR’S LESSER ATLASES

29-7 Manuscript. – Typescript.
29-8 Reprint from Imago Mundi, 1963.

MARK FIDDLERMAN’S CHART OF NEW YORK HARBOUR

29-9 Typescript

MR. JEFFERSON DISTRIBUTES HIS NOTES

29-11 Notes.
29-12 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
29-13 Manuscripts. – Typescript.
29-14 Offprint from New York Public Library, 1952. – Annotated.

BOX 30

MR. JEFFERSON MAKES A MAP

30-1 Manuscript. – Typescript.
30-2 Reprint from Imago Mundi, 1959.
THE NORTH PART OF AMERICA

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30-3</td>
<td>Book proposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-4</td>
<td>Book outline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-5</td>
<td>Background materials and notes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-6</td>
<td>Manuscript. – Handwritten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-7</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-8</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOX 31

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31-1</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-2</td>
<td>Manuscript. – Handwritten.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-3</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-4</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-5</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-6</td>
<td>Manuscript. – Typescript.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOX 32

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32-1</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-2/3</td>
<td>Bound copy of original manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-4</td>
<td>Proofs. [for oversize map proofs, see Box 46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-5</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-6</td>
<td>(continued.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-7</td>
<td>Promotion literature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE SEVERAL STATES OF THE FARRER MAPS OF VIRGINIA

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SMITH'S VIRGINIA AND ITS DERIVATIVES

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32-9</td>
<td>Background materials and notes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-10</td>
<td>Manuscript. – Typescript.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-11</td>
<td>Manuscript. – Typescript.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOX 33

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
THE STUDY OF EARLY PRINTED MAPS

33-2 Manuscript. – Handwritten and typescript.

SURVEYING AND MAPPING THE NEW FEDERAL CITY

33-3 Manuscript. – Handwritten.
33-4 Manuscript. – Typescript.
33-5 Offprint from Imago Mundi, 1969.

BOX 33

VIRGINIA'S FIRST MAPS (VIRGINIA THROUGH MAPS)

33-6 Typescript.

(continued)

[Unpublished manuscripts] sub-series

ATLAS ANGLICANUS

33-7 Background material and notes

ATLAS MARITIMUS

33-8 Background material and notes

ATLAS MINOR

33-9 Background material and notes

CARTO-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION

33-10 Manuscript – Typescript.

DESCRIPTIVE CARTO-BIBLIOGRAPHY

33-11 Background material
DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT IN THE CANADIAN WEST: A CATALOGUE OF AN EXHIBITION ILLUSTRATING THE COLLECTION AND STUDY OF EARLY PRINTED MAPS.

THE ENGLISH NEPTUNE: A GHOST IS EXORCISED

THE ENGLISH PILOT: A PRELIMINARY CHECKLIST OF EDITIONS 1671-1803

THE ENGLISH PILOT: A STUDY OF EARLY ENGLISH MAP PUBLISHING

THE ENGLISH PILOT - THE FIRST BOOK

THE ENGLISH PILOT - THE SECOND BOOK
This and the following files consist of carto-bibliographic descriptions of individual maps which appeared in one of the editions of The English Pilot. Handwritten and typed. The files are arranged in alphabetical order by name of the place featured in the map. See the card file,"EP O-Z Masters Dutch" (Box 50) for additional carto-bibliographic and location information on these maps.

- A-D
- G-X
- A-D
- E-L
- M-Z

**BOX 37**

- Manuscript – Handwritten
- Manuscript – Typescript

**FINDING LIST OF MANUSCRIPT CHARTS BY JOHN THORNTON**

- Background material and manuscript.

**THE JANSSON-VAN LOON PLATES #1-53**

- Notes
- Manuscript – Typescript

**NOTES ON VIRGINIA**

- Background material
- Notes

**BOX 38**

- Manuscript – Handwritten
- Manuscript – Typescript

**THE PRINTED MAPS OF VIRGINIA, 1590-1800**

- Background material
- Background material
Background material

BOX 39

39-1 Manuscript. – 1597-1672. – This files and the following five files contain carto-
bibliographic descriptions of maps.
39-3 Manuscript – 1672-1755.
39-4 Manuscript – 1756-1798
39-5 Manuscript. – 1770-1778.
39-6 Manuscript. – 1778-1789.
39-7 Manuscript. – Appendices.

BOX 40

40-1 Draft of public relations announcement in An Occasional Bulletin from the
Virginia Historical Society draft.
40-2 Portion of Cartobiography of Virginia from carbon copy of John Carter
Brown Library.
40-3 Bound version of manuscript, Text and Index, 1590-1800
40-4 Bound version of manuscript, I 1590-1649
40-5 Bound version of manuscript, II 1650-1699

BOX 41

41-1 Bound version of manuscript, III 1700-1749
41-2 Bound version of manuscript, IV 1750-1779
41-3 Bound version of manuscript, V 1780-1799

Conferences sub-series

BOX 42

42-3 St. Paul's Hospital mid-year graduate course luncheon meeting. 1970. – 1970. 
– Manuscript on early American discoveries and cartography presented at the 
St. Paul’s Hospital meeting.
42-10 History of cartography and historical cartography in Canada. – 1976.

BOX 43

43-1 Kenneth Nebenzahl lectures in the history of cartography, 1976.
43-3 Newberry lecture. – 1977.
43-9 Simon Fraser lecture program, Oct. 1978. – Includes manuscript, "Imaginary 
cartography before Cook."
43-10 UBC Centre for Continuing Education. – July 1979.

[Research materials] sub-series

Microfilm:

43-11 Nine 35mm negative and positive microfilm copies of atlases by John Seller, 
including Atlas Coelestis, Atlas Maritimus, The Coasting Pilot, 
held in the British Museum, Clarke Library, UCLA, Library of Congress, 
National Archives of Canada, Newberry Library, and Yale University 
Library.

BOX 44

Reproductions:
Over 100 photocopies of 16th., 17th., 18th. and 19th. century maps. See
Appendix IV for item listing of photostats of maps, 1550-19–, which Verner collected for his research.

Card files:
Index cards on which Verner recorded carto-bibliographic descriptions of individual maps, biographical notes on map makers and engravers, bibliographic references to Indians and quotes from American journals concerning the American Revolution. Mostly handwritten.

(continued)

PERSONAL SERIES (cont.)

Photographs sub-series

Selected images included in UBC Archives’ Historical Photograph Database (UBC 98.1).

BOX 45

1920s-1950s

/1 [Photograph of Verner? and two women sitting on steps]. - ca.1921. – 1 photoprint : b&w ; 6x9 cm.
/2 [Photograph of Verner? and two children]. – ca. 1921. – 1 photoprint : b&w ; 9x6 cm.
/3 [Photograph of Verner? standing in field]. – ca. 1921. – 1 photoprint : b&w ; 11x7 cm.
/4 [Photograph of Verner by Benjamin]. – ca. 1922. – 1 photoprint : b&w ; 22x14 cm. - Full length studio portrait.
/5 [Photograph of Verner by Bachrach]. – 1943. – 1 carte-de-visite : b&w. – Head and shoulders studio portrait of Verner in U.S. Army uniform.
/6,1,2,3 [Photographs of Verner and others at a party]. – Dec. 1957. – 3 photoprint : b&w ; 6x9 cm.
/7 Thomas A. Van Sant 3rd. on beach at Florida. – 1958. – 1 photoprint : b&w ; 6x10 cm.
1960s


/9 [Photograph of Verner being approached by a dancer while sitting at a table at a nightclub]. – 196? – 1 photoprint: b&w; 13 x 18 cm.

/10 [Photograph of Verner in white sports car in] Fraser Canyon. – 196? – 1 photoprint: b&w; 9x12 cm. – Closeup.

/11 [Photograph of Verner in white sports car in parking lot]. – 196? – 1 photoprint: b&w; 9x12 cm.

/12 [Photograph of Verner by Ken Richards, FSU News Bureau]. – 196? – 1 photoprint: b&w; 18x13 cm. – Head and shoulders portrait.


/14 Fernand Monast. – 196? – 1 photoprint: col.; 9 x9 cm.

/15 Thomas A. Van Sant 3rd. in uniform. – 1960. – 1 photoprint: b&w; 9x9 cm.


/17 [Photograph of Verner]. – 1961. – 1 photoprint: b&w; 13 x 10 cm. – Head and shoulders portrait.

/18-1,2 [Photographs of Verner and white sports car in New York City]. – 1960. – 2 photoprints: col.; 13x9 cm.

/19 Fernand Monast. – 1963. – 1 photoprint: col.; 9x13 cm.

/20 Verner and Sandra Meyers Sides. – 1965. – 1 photoprint: col.; 9x9 cm.

/21 Diana Ironsides [and Verner]. – 1965. – 1 photoprint: col.; 9x9 cm.

/22-1 to 6 [Photographs of Verner, Tom Adams, Harold Hugo, J. Garnett and Tom McDonald, Farnham, Surrey, U.K.]. – 1968. – 6 photoprints; b&w; 25x21 cm. or smaller. – See article in Brown Alumni Monthly December 1968, in Box File for story behind the photographs.

/23 [Photograph of Verner working at a calculating (?) machine]. – 1969. – 1 photoprint: col.; 9x13 cm.

1970s

/42 [Photograph of Verner]. – 197? – 1 photoprint: b&w; 18x13 cm.

/43 [Photograph of Verner]. – 197? – 1 photoprint: b&w; 24x19 cm. on 36x27 cm. board. – Closeup of UBC 15924/42.

Photographs of Verner and some of his art collection] 3161 Point Grey Road. – 197? – 5 photoprints : col. ; 7x9 cm.


[Photograph of Verner's Mayne Island house showing deck]. – 197? – 1 photoprint : col. ; 9x13 cm.

[Photograph of Verner sitting on stone bench]. – 197? – 1 photoprint : col. ; 9x13 cm. – Color of photo is very red.

[Photographs of Verner in Buenos Aires, Argentina]. – 1971. – 11 photoprints : col. ; 13x9 cm. – Ink on back of photos has damaged most of these images.


[Photograph of Verner seated at a conference (?) table in Buenos Aires with others]. – 1971. – 1 photoprint : b&w ; 12x18 cm.

[Photographs of Verner seated in chair in] President's house, UBC. – 1971. – 1 photoprint : col. ; 10x13 cm.


[Photographs of Verner in garden sitting in chair at] President’s house, UBC. – 1974. – 2 photoprints : col. ; 9x13 cm.

[Photograph of Verner]. – 1976. – 1 photoprint : col; 13x9 cm. – Closeup.

[Photographs of Verner, May Smith, Paddy Scarfe and Neville Scarfe at Christmas party at 803 2222 West Seven Ave., Vancouver]. – 1974 – 3 photoprints : col. ; 9x12 cm.


Al Soop, Roy V. Boswell [and Verner] at Sloop's summer home in Frankfurt, Michigan. – 1976. 3 photoprints : col. ; 9x9 cm.


[Photographs of Verner with horse,] April. – 1976. – 3 photoprints : col. ; 9x12 cm.

[Photographs of pieces of Verner's art on wall in Mayne Island house]. – 1976. – 1 photoprint : col. ; 9x12 cm.

[Snapshots of friends and colleagues]. – 1960s and 1970s. – ca. 60 photoprints: b&w and col. ; 9x13 cm. or smaller.

Photo-transparencies


CARTOGRAPHY SERIES (cont.)

[Published] Manuscripts sub-series (cont.)

BOX 46

[Proofs - North Part of America - maps]. – 70 proofs of maps numbered 1-46.

(continued)

[Research Materials] sub-series (cont.)

BOX 47/47a

Verner's maps. – Index cards and lists of carto-bibliographic descriptions of maps Verner donated to Special Collections, UBC.

BOX 48

EP. – Brief carto-bibliographic descriptions and notes on mapmakers and engravers, carto-bibliographic descriptions of maps of North America, notes on carto-bibliography and carto-bibliographic descriptions of maps in The English Pilot.

BOX 49

BOX 50

EP O-Z Masters Dutch. – Carto-bibliographic descriptions of maps in The English Pilot. For additional information on the maps see files in Unpublished manuscript series, "Carto-bibliographic descriptions" (Box 36 File 3-7).

BOX 51

[Virginia]. – 1600-1778. – Title devised from contents of the files. – Carto-bibliographic descriptions of individual maps of Virginia.

BOX 52

[Journal quotations and biographical notes]. – Title devised from contents of the files. – Quotations Verner recorded mainly from the American Journal and the New Journal and Weekly Register dealing with the American Revolution. Also included are cards on North American Indians referred to in publications.

BOX 53

[Journal quotations and biographical notes]. – Title devised from contents of the files. – Quotations Verner recorded mainly from the American Journal and the New Journal and Weekly Register dealing with the American Revolution and other information Verner noted on individuals and American newspapers.

BOX 53A

Pre-1901 Maps of the Arctic Regions. – List, compiled by Roy V. Boswell, of 170 different maps published in the years 1592 through 1900, collected by Verner for use in his cartographic research. – 2 vols. – [n.d.]

(Published) Manuscripts sub-series (cont.)

BOX 54

Bound copies of published articles (34 vols.)
BOX 55

Off-prints and reprint duplicates

(continued)

Maps sub-series

BOX 56

"Coolie Verner - Maps" [oversized box]
A chronological listing of the individual maps can be found in Appendix I of the paper copy of this file list (located at UBC Archives).

[Published Manuscript] sub-series (cont.)

BOX 57

(The North Part of America manuscript)

57-1 1 1562 Forlani
57-2 Part Two Initial Settlement Introduction (2-9)
57-3 Part One
57-4 2 1556 Gastaldi
57-5 3 1592 Plancius
57-6 4 1612 Champlain
57-7 5 1643 Boisseau
57-8 6 1657 Bressani
57-9 7 1677 DuVal
57-10 8 1689 Hawar-Thornton
57-11 9 1693 Mortier
57-12 Part Three Expansion Introduction (10-17)
57-13 10 1703 Lahontan
57-14 11 1719 Chatelain
57-15 12 1745 Bellin
57-16 13 1758 Jefferys
57-17 14 1780 Des Barres
57-18 Preliminaries
57-19 [Bibliography and Notes for The North Part of America]
57-20 Section 5-Bibliography
57-21 [Notes, typed and handwritten, and photocopies]
57-22 15 1828 Purdy
57-23 16 1829 Haliburton
57-24 17 1846 Wyld
57-25 Part Four Interior Introduction (18-26)
57-26 18 1597 Wytfliet
57-27 19 1680 Nolin
57-28 20 1703 Lahontan
57-29 21 1744 LaFrance
57-30 22 1762 Jefferys
57-31 23 1795 Hearne
57-32 24 1801 Mackenzie [Correspondence]
57-33 26 1819 McDonell
57-34 Part Five Arctic Introduction (27-34)
57-35 27 1595 Mercator
57-36 28 1582 Lok
57-37 29 1612 Hudson
57-38 30 1635 Fox-James
57-39 31 1690 Thornton
57-40 32 1746 Bowles-Wigate
57-41 33 1852 Arrowsmith
57-42 34 1875 Arrowsmith-Stanford
57-43 Part Six Northwest Introduction (35-45)
57-44 35 1566 Zaltieri
57-45 36 1666 Van Loon
57-46 37 1752 Delisle
57-47 38 1754 Muller
57-48 39 1793 Goldson
57-49 40 1796 Lopez
57-50 41 1784 Cook
57-51 42 1792 Vancouver
57-52 43 1844 Duflot de Mofras
57-53 44 Anderson
57-54 45 Trutch
57-55 Part Seven Finale
57-56 46 1859 Arrowsmith

[Research Materials] sub-series (cont.)

57-57  [Cartobibliography 1]
57-58  [Cartobibliography 2]
57-59  [Cartobibliography 3]
57-60  [Cartobibliography 4]
57-61  [Cartobibliography 5]
57-62  [Map Photographs with description]
57-63  [Old Map Relating to Canada in Public Collections Questionnaire]
57-64  [2 Chronological Notebooks on Explorers]
57-65  [Miscellaneous Notes and Copies of Maps]
57-66  [Copy of A Narrative of Transaction in the Red River Country; from the
Commencement of the Operations of the Earl of Selkirk, Till the Summer of
the Year 1816 by Alexander McDonnell, Esq. with annotations]
57-67  [Chronology of Canadian History: chronology-1500]
57-68  [Chronology of Canadian History: 1600-1700]
57-69  [Chronology of Canadian History: 1800 and notes]

BOX 58

58-1  Map II London 1802 (transparency)
58-2  Map X St. Petersburg 1808 (transparency)
58-3  Map XII London 1817 (transparency)
58-4  Map VIII Weimar 1802 (transparency)
58-5  Map XI London 1811 (transparency)
58-6  [Northwest Part of America Table of Locations of Original Maps, Map
Descriptions and Map Copies.]
58-7  [Photocopies of Historical Texts and Notes 1]
58-8  [Photocopies of Historical Texts and Notes 2]
58-9  [Photocopies of Historical Texts and Notes 3]

BOX 59

59-1  [Shelf Markers]

(continued)

PERSONAL SERIES (cont.)

Photographs sub-series (cont.)

59-2  [16 colour slides, snapshots of London. Slide box dated July 9, 1952]
CARTOGRAPHY SERIES (cont.)

Correspondence sub-series (cont.)

59-3 [Miscellaneous correspondence 1963-1964]

PERSONAL SERIES (cont.)

Financial Records sub-series (cont.)

59-4 [Receipts and Paid Checks]

ADULT EDUCATION SERIES (cont.)

[Miscellaneous] sub-series

59-5 [17 Microfilm Papers on Adult Education Issues]

5 audio recordings on reel to reel

AT 3546 "The People Act" Reel four. 3 ¾ IPS Dual track. Record 13.
AT 3547 "Education for a Nuclear Age" Dr. Coolie Verner. Dec 10/62. Recorded by Doug Syseman. 1 track, 3 ¾ speed.

CARTOGRAPHY SERIES (cont.)

[Research Materials] sub-series (cont.)

BOX 60 Box contains index cards on which Verner recorded carto-bibliographic descriptions of maps, biographical notes on map makers and engravers, and
general bibliographic information and research. Mostly handwritten, some index cards have map prints affixed.

ADULT EDUCATION SERIES (cont.)

Printed Materials sub-series (cont.)

Bound newsletters, off-prints, and other published works, and Coolie Verner’s A.M. thesis. Sole author is Coolie Verner unless otherwise indicated.

BOX 61

61-1 I walked in a dead city. 1945
Inscription reads “This is not the final copy of this thesis but the final working draft prepared for and approved by the MA Committee. The final draft is on file in the Library of the College of William and Mary”.
61-3 Leaders and leadership. [1950s?]
Unbound.
61-4 Education for active adult citizenship. Paul L. Essert, Coolie Verner. 1951
Includes enclosure “To the white democratic voters of Madison County” from W.B. Ezell
61-4a Informal groups and the community. Hurley H. Doddy, edited by Coolie Verner. 1952
61-5 Adult education for tomorrow’s world. 1953
61-6 Tutors need tutoring too. 1953
61-7 Let’s teach adults: Prepared by a group of adult educators. Coolie Verner et. al. 1954
61-8 A preliminary history of adult education in Florida. 1954
61-9 Some considerations of adult education in England. 1954
61-10 Miscellaneous speeches on adult education. 1954-60
61-11 Are we overorganized. April 1956
Part of “Extension service review”.
61-12 Increasing effectiveness in rural communities. June 1958
61-14 The co-operative extension service as an adult education system. 1959
61-15 Instructional methods in adult education. 1959
BOX 62

62-1 Some consideration of evaluation in adult education. 1960
62-2 The junior college as a social institution. 1960
   For the junior college. 1963
62-3 Adult education: A new imperative for our times. Coolie Verner, A.A.
   Liveright, Gale Jensen. 1961
62-4 Priorities in education. 1962
62-5 A trial bibliography of research pertaining to adult education. Margaret M.
   Stott, Coolie Verner. June 1963
62-6 Continuing education for tomorrow. 1963
62-7 Education 412: Adult education. Correspondence course. [1963?]
62-8 Education 412: Adult education. Correspondence course (revised). Coolie
   Verner, Dorothy Cameron. 1964
62-9 Adult education in British Columbia. Coolie Verner et. al. 1964
62-10 Adult illiteracy, 1921-1961. 1964
62-11 Socio-economic characteristics of participants in extension classes. Coolie
   Verner, Knute Buttedahl. 1964
62-12 A nineteenth century experiment in adult education. 1964
62-13 Adult education. Coolie Verner, Alan Booth. [1964?]

BOX 63

63-1 Public affairs correspondence study discussion program. National Council of
   Jewish Women of Canada. Coolie Verner et. al. February 1965
63-2 A study of three programs of continuing education. A.H. Glenesk, Coolie
   Verner. March 1965
63-3 Proceedings of the Rural Development Conference Western Region [The
   Survey]. Coolie Verner et. al. April 1965
63-4 Characteristics of participants in two methods of adult education. Knute
   Buttedahl, Coolie Verner. 1965
63-5 Patterns of attendance in adult night school courses. Coolie Verner, Margaret
   S. Neylan. September 1966
63-6 Communication across cultures. 1966
63-7 The social consequences of the modernization of agriculture. Helen C. Abell,
   with commentary by Coolie Verner. 1966
63-8 Cultural values and correctional education. April 1967
Includes clipping of review article by J.T. Chiasson

63-10 Human characteristics of slow-growing regions. 1967

63-11 Cultural diffusion and adult education. 1968

BOX 64

64-1 The education of adult illiterates. January 1969

64-2 Cultural influences in the diffusion of adult education. March 1970
Part of “Seminar on methods in comparative studies in adult education”.

64-3 Cultural factors and communication. 1970

64-4 Professional training. 1971
Translated into Croatian.

64-5 The training of adult educators. 1971

64-6 On learning and education for disadvantaged adults. October 1972

64-7 Adult learning and its relationship with vocational education. 1972
Part of “Vocational training educators and employers”

64-8 Hochschule und Erwachsenbildung [German]. Coolie Verner et. al. 1972

64-9 Pioneering a profession in Canada: Graduate study in adult education at the University of British Columbia 1961-1972. 1973
Special edition with illustration of Neville Scarfe by Gordon Smith.
Includes inscription and photograph of Coolie Verner, Neville Scarfe, and [?].

64-10 Basic factors in learning to read and write. 1974

64-11 Illiteracy and poverty. 1974

64-12 Planning programs for adult learners. September 1978

ADULT EDUCATION SERIES (cont.)

Conferences, conventions, and workshops sub-series (cont.)

Commission of Professors of Adult Education – bound proceedings and reports

BOX 65

65-1 Professors of Adult Education – Allerton Park [Illinois]. 1955
65-2 Professors of Adult Education – I [Ann Arbor, Michigan]. 1957
65-5 Professors of Adult Education – IIIA – Madison [Wisconsin]. 1959

BOX 66

66-2 Professors of Adult Education – Meetings. 1962-65
66-3 Professors of Adult Education – Meetings. 1966-68
66-4 Professors of Adult Education – Meetings. 1968-70

BOX 67

67-1 Professors of Adult Education – Meetings. 1971-72
67-2 Professors of Adult Education – Meetings. 1973-76
67-3 Community and adult education. Coolie Verner et. al. 1958
67-4 Studies in adult learning for professors of adult education. Various authors. 1959
67-5 Miscellaneous papers - Professors of Adult Education – V. 1. Various authors. 1968
67-6 Miscellaneous papers - Professors of Adult Education – V. 2. Various authors. 1959-60